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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study in this paper some iterative methods for solving complemen- 
tarity problems (explicit or implicit) in Hilbert spaces. 
The iterative methods presented in this paper are based on the fixed 
point theory on the coincidence equations on convex cones and on some 
properties of projection operators onto a special cone named the “isotone 
projection cone.” 
We intensively studied this concept recently [ 13-161. 
It is well known that the Complementarity problem (which is a very 
important problem with applications in Optimization, Game Theory, 
Mechanics, Engineering, etc.) is in fact a variational inequality but on a 
convex cone. 
It is important to remark that the ordering defined by the cone is 
essential for the complementarity theory. 
Our exact idea is to use systematically the ordering in the iterative 
methods for solving complementarity problems. 
In this sense we will show that the isotone projection cone is a good 
instrument. 
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2. COMPLEMENTARITY, FIXED POINT, AND COINCIDENCE EQUATIONS 
Let (H, ( , )) be a Hilbert space and Kc H a closed convex cone. 
By definition thedualofKis K*={y~H[(y,x)20;Vx~K}. 
Given the mappings f, g: K -+ H the General Complementarity Problem 
associated to f and K is 
G.C.P.(f, K): 
find x0 E K such that 
.0x0) E K* and <f(x,), x0 > = 0 
and the Implicit Complementarity Problem associated to f, g, and K is 
find x0 E K such that 
I.C.P.(f, g, K): g(xo) E K,f(x,) E K*, and 
<&oMxo)) =a 
The problem G.C.P.(f, K) is very important in Optimization, Mechanics, 
Game Theory, Engineering, etc., and it has been greatly studied 
[4, 8, l&12]. 
The Implicit Complementarity Problem was defined in connection with 
Stochastic Optimal Control [lo, 111, but it has not been studied as much. 
In practical problems, f can be: 
(a) f(x)=x-A(x)+ T(x) 
(b) f(x) = A(x) + T(x) 
(c) f(x) = ax-A(x) + T(x); a E R, a > 1, where A is a linear operator 
and T is a nonlinear operator. 
In this paper we consider the I.C.P.(f, g, K) with g(x) = x - m(x); that is, 
find x0 E K such that 
I.C.P.(f, I-m, K): x0 2 m(x,),f(x,) E K*, and 
(x0 - m(xoMxo) > = 0. 
This problem arises, for example, as finite difference approximations of 
some constrained nonlinear partial differential inequalities. 
Let Kc H be a closed convex cone. 
It is known that the projection operator onto K, denoted by P, is well 
defined [34] and for every x E H, PK(x) is the unique element of K 
satisfying 
lb - P&)ll = $; lb - YII 
We note the following classical result. 
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THEOREM 1 [34]. For every element x E H, PK(x) is characterized by the 
following properties: 
(1”) (PK(x)-X, y) BO; for all yE K 
(2”) (PAX) -x, P&J) = 0. 
Theorem 1 has the following consequence for the Complementarity 
Problems. 
PROPOSITION 2. The element x* E K is a solution of the problem 
G.C.P.(f, K) zf and only zf x* is a fixed point for the operator 
F(x)=P,[x-f(x)] in K. 
Proof: Indeed, if x* E K is a solution of the problem G.C.P.(f, K) then 
we can show that x, satisfies properties (lo), (2”) of Theorem 1. 
Conversely,ifx,EKandx,=P,[x,-f(x,)] thensinceP,[x,-f(x,)] 
satisfies properties (lo), (2”) of Theorem 1 we deduce that x* is a solution 
of the problem G.C.P.(f, K). 1 
COROLLARY. An element x* E K is a solution of the problem G.C.P.(f, K) 
zf and only zf x* is a fixed point in K for the operator G(x)= 
%P,[x-pf(x)]+(l-A)xforsomep>OandO<L<l. 
The following theorem is used in the next result. 
THEOREM 3 (Moreau [22] ). If KC H is a closed convex cone and 
x, y, z E H then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i”) z=x+y, XEK, YEQ, and (x,y)=O 
(ii”) x = PK(z) and y = P,o(z), where K” is the polar of K, that is, 
K”= -K*. 
PROPOSITION 4. The problem G.C.P.(f, K) has a solution if and only if 
the mapping G(x) = PK(x) - f(Pn(x)); Vx E H has a fixed point in H. 
Moreover, zf x0 is a fixed point of CD then x* = P,(x,) is a solution of the 
problem G.C.P.(J; K). 
Proof. The proof is based on Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 [ 151. 1 
Finally, by the next result we establish a relation between the Implicit 
Complementarity Problem and the Coincidence Equations on convex 
cones. 
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PROPOSITION 5. If x, E K is a solution of the coincidence equation 
‘dx)=pKcg(x)-f(x)l 
then x.+ is a solution of the problem I.C.P.(f, g, K). 
Prooj Indeed, if x* E K is a solution of Eq. (1) then we have 
g(x,) = P,L-&,I -f(x,)l EK 
and Theorem 1 implies 
(1) 
f(x,)=&*)- C&,)-f(x,)lEK* 
(g(x*),f(x*))=(g(x*),g(x*)- C&3x*)-f(x*)l)=O. I 
3. ISOTONE PROJECTION CONES 
First of all, we consider a numerical method for a special class of 
Nonlinear Complementarity Problems in R”, proposed and studied recently 
by Aslam Noor [23,28-J. 
Given M a real nxn matrix q E R” and A: R” + R” a nonlinear trans- 
formation consider the Complementarity Problem 
find x* E RI such that 
Mx,+A(x,)+qER: and 
(x*,Mx*+A(x*)+q)=O. 
(2) 
The algorithm proposed by Aslam Noor to approximate a solution of 
problem (2) is 
for a given x0 E K compute 
X “+‘=(1-~)x”+~P,[x”-pE{Mx”+q+L(x”+’-x”)+A(x”)}] 
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
where p > 0, 0 < ,4 d 1, and L is either a strictly 
(3) 
lower or upper triangular matrix. 
P, is the projection operator onto R”, . 
A similar algorithm was studied when A = 0 and M is a symmetric 
matrix by Mangasarian [20] and when A = 0 but M eventually nonsym- 
metric by Ahn [l, 21. 
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Algorithm (3) is a projection method similar to the gradient-projection 
method studied in optimization by Levitin and Poljak [19], Cheng [7], 
and Pang and Chan [29]. 
Other algorithms of this kind we find in [23-281. 
To obtain the convergence of algorithm (3) Ahn [ 1 ] and Aslam Noor 
[23] used the following strong facts. 
(a’) Supposing that there exists a non-negative matrix N of order 
nxn such that (A(x)-A(y)1 <N Ix- yI, for all x, YE R” (where 1.1 is 
the absolute value with respect to the lattice structure of R” defined by 
R:), we assume that z(G) < 1 where G = (I- ApE ILI)-’ [ApEN+ 
II- ApE(M - L)I ] and t denotes the spectral radius. 
(b”) The projection operator P, (where K= R:) has the following 
properties for every U, u E R”: 
(i”) u~u*P,(u)~P,(u) 
(ii”) PK(z4)-PK(u)<PK(u--u), 
(iii’) P,(u + u) d PK(u) + PK(u), 
(iv”) PK(u)+ PK( -2.4) 6 IuI. 
Concerning assumption (a”), practically speaking, these are strong 
conditions. 
Concerning properties (i”)-(iv”) we remark that only property (i”) is 
essential because for K= R: we have (iii’) and properties (ii”) and (iv”) 
are consequences of (i”) and (iii’). 
Property (iii’) is a specific property of R: since properties (i”) and (iii”) 
together characterize convex cones K in a Hilbert space such that H is a 
lattice with respect to the ordering defined by K and K= K* [15]. 
So, we consider in this paper a general convex cone Kin a Hilbert space 
satisfying only property (i”) and we show that this property is sufficient o 
introduce new iterative methods for the problems G.C.P.(f, K) and 
I.C.P.(f, g, K). 
Because we show that a closed convex cone Kc H satisfying property 
(i”) has interesting topological properties we obtain easily the convergence 
for our methods. 
In our papers [ 13-161 we introduced and intensively studied the concept 
of isotone projection cones. 
Let (H( , )) be a Hilbert space and Kc H a closed convex cone. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that K is an isotone projection if and only if for 
every x,y~Hsuch that y--xcKwe have P,(y)-P,(x)EK. 
In [13-161 we have several interesting results about isotone projection 
cones, for example, several sufficient conditions implying that a convex 
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cone is an isotone projection, some geometrical characterizations of this 
concept, topological properties, etc. 
We note that in the finite dimensional case we have a complete charac- 
terization of isotone projection cones. 
In the infinite dimensional case the study of isotone projection cones is 
more complicated since the geometry of convex cones in a Hilbert space is 
not sufficiently developed. 
In this paper we present only some results (without proof) which can be 
used to decide if some cones used in the Complementarity Theory are 
isotone projection or not. 
Let Kc H be a closed convex cone. 
A subset F c K is called a face of K if: 
(a) F is a conuex cone, 
(b) x~K, YEF, andy-xEK imply XEF. 
DEFINITION 2. The cone K is called correct if for each face Fc K we 
have P&K) c K, where WF is the closed linear span of F. 
We denote by “ G” the ordering defined by K; that is, “x d y” o 
y-xeK. 
We say that K is latticial if H is a lattice with respect to the ordering 
defined by K. 
Properties of Isotone Projection Cones 
In our papers [13-l 61 are proved the following results. 
(1”) Zf K c H is an isotone projection then K E K*. 
(2”) The closed convex cone Kc H is an isotone projection if and only 
zffor every x, y E H such that x 6 y we haoe P&y) - P&x) < y -x. 
(3”) Every generating isotone projection cone in H is latticial and 
correct. 
The cone K is called normal [30] if there exists a constant /? > 0 such 
that 0 <x < y implies /I /lx/l < 11 yll. We say that K is regular if every 
decreasing sequence of elements in K is convergent. 
This property implies that each increasing order bounded sequence in H 
is convergent. 
(4”) If K is an isotone projection cone in H then it is normal and 
regular. 
Examples of Isotone Projection Cones 
We obtain examples of isotone projection cones by the following 
theorems. 
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THEOREM 6 [15]. Let (H, ( , )) b e a Hilbert space and let KC H be a 
polyhedral cone defined by ai, i = 1,2, . . . . n, that is, K = {x E HI (a,, x) < 0; 
Vi= 1,2, . . . . ~21. 
If ( ai, aj ) = 0 for all i # j then K is an isotone projection. 
We say that an ordered Hilbert space (H, ( , ), K) is a Hilbert lattice if: 
(h,) H is a vector lattice, 
(h2) the norm of H is absolute, that is, IJx(I - II 1x1 I(, for every XE H, 
(h3) 0 d x d y implies Il.4 < II yll. 
THEOREM 7 [ 151. If (H, ( , ), K) is a Hilbert lattice then K is an isotone 
projection and moreover for every x E H we have PK(x) = x+. 
If H = L2(Q, p) where (Q, p) is a measurable space with a positive Bore1 
measure then K={f~L*(Qu)(f>Oa.e.) is an isotone projection cone. 
If H is a separable Hilbert space and {ei},E i is an orthonormal basis 
then K= {x E HJ (e,, x) < 0; ViE N} is an isotone projection cone. 
Obviously, R: is an isotone projection in the Euclidean space 
CR”, < 2 >I. 
The next result gives a complete characterization of isotone projection 
cones in R”. 
THEOREM 8 [ 161. Let K be a closed generating cone in R”. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) K is an isotone projection cone, 
(ii) K is correct and latticial, 
(iii) K is polyhedral and correct, 
(iv) there exists a set of vectors { ui/ ie I> with the property that 
(u,,uj)<O, Vi,jEI, i#j, andsuch that K=({uiliEZ})O, 
(v) K is latticial and PK(x) <x+ for every XE R”, where xf = 
SUPUX xl. 
The proof of this theorem is very long. See [16]. 
We finish this section with a result which shows the property of a closed 
convex cone to be an isotone projection and that it is a property of finite 
character in some sense. 
THEOREM 9 [ 161. Let (H, ( , ), K) be an ordered Hilbert space. 
If for every subspace L c H such that dim L < 4 the convex cone 
K, = K n L is an isotone projection in L then K is an isotone projection in H. 
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4. ISOTONE PROJECTION CONES AND ITERATIVE METHODS 
In this section using isotone projection cones we obtain several projec- 
tion iterative methods for solving the Complementarity Problem defined in 
Section 2. 
(A”) Projection Iterative Methods for a Sum of Two Operators 
Let (H, ( , )) be a Hilbert space. If A is a subset of H we denote by a(A) 
the measure of noncompactness of A [32]. a(A)= inf{r >O\ A can be 
covered by a finite family of subsets of H whose diameters < r}. 
Let D be a subset of H and f: D + H a continuous mapping. 
We say that f is condensing if for every non-compact bounded set A c D 
we have a(f(A)) < @(A). 
The following classical fixed point theorems will be cited. 
THEOREM (Browder [IS]). Let (E, 11 /I ) be a uniformly convex Banach 
space and let D c E be a bounded closed convex subset. 
If T: D -+ D is a non-expansive mapping then T has a fixed point. 
THEOREM (Sadovski [32]). Let (E, II I/ ) be a Banach space and let 
D c E be a closed bounded convex subset. 
If T D -+ D is a condensing mapping then T has a fixed point. 
For the General Complementarity Problems defined in Section 2 we 
have the following iterative method. 
THEOREM 10. Let (H, ( , )) be a Hilbert space ordered by an isotone 
projection cone K. 
Let f: K + H be a mapping. We suppose that f has a decomposition of the 
form f(x)= f,(x) + f*(x) +d, where f, is monotone decreasing, fi is 
monotone increasing, and d E H. 
Given x0, y, E H with x,, < y, consider the sequences {x”} n E ,,,, { y, },, E N 
defined by 
xn+l =PK(x,)-f,(PK(x,))-fz(PK(yn))-d 
Yn+l = P,b,) -f,(P,(y,)) -fZ(PK(x,)) - d n= =0,1,2 ,.... 
If the following assumptions are satisfied 
(i”) x,<x, and y, <y,,, 
(ii”) denoting Q(x) = PK(x) - fi(PK(x)) - f2(PK(x)) -d one of the 
following assumptions is satisfied: 
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(a) @ is non-expansive, 
(b) @ is condensing, 
(c) @ is continuous and dim H < +co, 
then there exists 2 such that: 
(1”) x,<i< y,, for euery nEN, 
(2”) x.+ = PK(.?) is a solution of the problem G.C.P.(f, K), 
(3”) IIx*-PK(x,)ll G Ily,-x,II,for every HEN, 
(4”) iflim,, co ((yn-xn(( =0 thenlim,,, P,Jx,)=x*. 
Proof. By Proposition 4 we obtain the existence of the element .? if we 
show that @ has a fixed point satisfying (lo ). 
First we prove the following relation: 
(Vn E N) (&~Xn+I ~Yn+ldY,). (4) 
Indeed, by assumption (i”) we have for n = 0, 
X,dXl<Y,dY,. 
Supposing (4) true for n we obtain (using the fact that P, is isotone), 
x,+1 GX,+ziYn+z dYn+l 
and 
x,+~=PK(x,,+I)-~~(PK(x,+~))-~~(PK(Y~+~))-~ 
~P,(Y,+,)-f,(P,(y,+,))-f,(P,(x,+,))-d 
=yn+2. 
Hence, we have 
x,<xx,,< .*. <x,Q ... <y,< ‘.. d y, < y,. 
We show now that 
@(CXmY,l)~ CXn9YnI for every n E N. 
Indeed, let x E [xnr y,] be an arbitrary element. 
Since f2 and P, are increasing and f, is decreasing. We have 
xn+l =PK(x,)-fi(PK(x,))-f2(PK(Yn))-d 
~PK(x)-fi(PK(x))-f2(PK(x))-d 
~P,(y,)-f,(P,(y,))-ff~(PK(~,))-d=~n+l, 
that is, @(Cx,,y,l)~ CX,+~, y,+,Ic C~,,,y,l, for every ncN. 
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Since K is regular there exist u = lim,, J: xnr u = lim,, o. y,, and we 
have u Q v. 
Moreover, we can show that 
@([u, VI) c cu, VI. (6) 
Indeed, for every n E N and x E [u, v] we have 
x .+l=PK(X,)--fi(PK(X,))--*(PK(Yn))-dd~(x) 
d PK(YJ -fl(P,(Yn)) -f*Z(P,Y(x,)) - d6 Yn, IT 
and computing the limit we deduce u 6 G(x) < u. 
The set [u, u] = {x E H 1 u < x < u > is convex. Since K is normal and 
closed we have that [u, o] is closed and bounded. 
From assumption (ii”) and using Browder’s Theorem or Sadovski’s 
Theorem we obtain that @ has a fixed point in [u, u] and the conclusion 
(1”) is proved. 
Conclusion (2”) is a consequence of Proposition 4. 
To prove conclusion (3”) we use the fact that P, is isotone and we have 
(from (1”) and (2”)) 
PAX,) <x* d P&Y,) 
which implies 
0 d x* - PKb,) G P,(Y,) - PK(X,). (7) 
Since K is normal with the property that the normality constant j = 1 we 
deduce (from (7)) 
lb* - P&,)Il G lIP,(Y,) - PK(X,)ll G IIY, - x, II2 
for every n E N. 
Now, from (3”) and the continuity of P, we have (4”) and the proof is 
finished. 1 
We have a similar method for the Implicit Complementarity Problem 
defined in Section 2. 
THEOREM 11. Let (H, ( , )) be a Hilbert space ordered by an isotone 
projection cone Kc H. 
Suppose two continuous monotone decreasing mappings f, h: K + H. 
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Given x0, yO~ K with x,, < y, consider the sequences {x,},,n, { yn}nsN 
defined by 
X .+I=PK(X,--h(x,)-f(x,))+h(Y,), 
Y,+ I = P.dY, -MY,) -f(YJ) + W,,), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . 
If the following assumptions are satisfied 
(i”) x,6x, and y, 6yo 
(ii”) if dim H= +co the mapping Q(x) = h(x) + PK(x - h(x) - f(x)) 
is non-expansive or condensing, 
then the problem I.C.P.(f. I - h, K) has a solution x* E K such that 
(VnEN)(x,<x*<y,). 
Moreover, if lim, _ ~ I/yn--xXn/I =0 then lim,,, x,=x*. 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 11 but with the 
mapping Q(x) = h(x) + P,(x - h(x) -f(x)). 
Since x0, y, E K then the fixed point x* of @ satisfying x, <x.+ < y, for 
every n E N is exactly a solution of I.C.P.(J; I-h, K). 1 
DEFINITION 3. Given a E R such that 0 < IX< 1 and T,, T2: H + H two 
mappings we say that: 
(1”) T, is (x)-concave if for every XE H and every ;1 such that 
0 < /1 -c 1 we have A”T,(x) < T1(Ax), 
(2”) T2 is (--)-convex if for every XE H and every ;L such that 
0 < 1~ 1 we have T,(Ax) d LET,(x). 
Remarks. (1”) Notions similar to (u)-concave and (--)-convex 
operators were studied by Krasnoselskii [18] and Potter [31]. 
(2”) We can show that T, is (a)-concave (or T, is (--)-convex) if 
and only if T,(px) 6 p’T,(x) (or Tz(,ux) > /C*T,(x)) for every XE H and 
p> 1. 
THEOREM 12. Let (H, ( , )) be a Hilbert space and KC H an isotone 
projection cone. 
Suppose that the mapping 
@(xl = PIAx) -f(Pdx)h 
associated to the complementarity problem G.C.P.(f, K), has a decom- 
position of the form Q(x) = T,(x) + T,(x), where T, is increasing and 
(cl)-concave, and T, is decreasing and (--cc)-convex (T,, T2 are not 
necessarily continuous). 
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Giuen uOe K and pO> 1 such that p;-’ .u,6 T,(u,)+ T,(u,)~~~~~~uo, 
consider the sequences {x,,},,~~, ( Y,,},,~~ defined by 
xo=pLyl~uo 
Yo = POUO 
x,1= T,(xn-,I+ TAY,-1) for every nE N, 
Y,~= T,(y,-,)+ TZ(x,-,) foreoery neN. 
Then the following statements are true: 
(1”) the sequences {x,},,,,,, { yn}ntN are convergent, 
(2”) lim,,,x,=lim,+,y,, 
(3”) the element x* = lim,,, x,=lim,, z y, is Q solution of the 
problem G.C.P.(f, K), 
(4”) lb* -x,11 Q,uo(l - l/pr) lluoII, for every HEN. 
Proof: We will prove this theorem in several steps. 
(a) For every n E N we have [x,, y,] G [x,-, , y,_ ,I. 
Indeed, x0 < y, and from the assumptions we have 
XI = T,(xo) + T,(Yo) = Tl(/G1 uo) + T,(Pouo), 
T,(P,' uo) Z ~7 T,(uo), 
TZ(POUO) > PC T,(uoh 
which imply 
x~>,~~lCT,(~~)+T~(~~)l~~~aC~~~‘~~ol=~~l~o=~o. 
Y, = T,(Yo) + The) 
and from the assumptions, 
which imply 
TI(~ouo) d 14 T,(uo), 
ThLo '~0) d P: T,(uo) 
Y, = T,(Yo) + T,(xo) G /GCT,(uo) + Tz(uo)l 
l--z d PXPO uol = POUO = Yo. 
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Now we prove that x1 < y, . 
x1 = T,(xo) + TAYO) = WG’uo) + T,(PoUo) 
Yl = ~1LJd + ~2bo) = ~,bbkJ + ~2(PLu’%J. 
But since & ’ zq, < pLo uO, T, is increasing and T, decreasing we have 
T,(P; ’ ~0) Q T,(~ouo), 
Thouo) G TAP; ‘~0) 
whence xi < y, . Finally we have 
xoQx,dy,<yo. (8) 
From (8) and by induction since T, is increasing and T2 decreasing we 
obtain 
X n-16X,6Yn6Yn-1; for all n E N. (9) 
(b) The sequences (x~}~~,+,, (yn}nrN are convergent. 
Because K is an isotone projection it is regular and hence {x, In E N, 
{YnlntN are convergent. 
(c) Zf x* = lim, _ oc x, and y, = lim, _ 3c yn then x* = y,. Indeed, we 
have 
which implies 
x,<x*< .v*d y, for all nEN (10) 
xn+ I = T,(xJ + T,(Y,) 6 T,(x,) + T,(Y,) 
G T,(Y,) + T,(xJ = yn+ Ir 
and computing the limit we get 
xn G xz+c d T,(x,) + T,(Y,) < y, < y,; for all n E N. (11) 
Now we prove that for every n E N we have 
~ 2z” 
PO Yn b-x,. 
We prove this relation by induction. 
Indeed, for n = 0 we have 
(12) 
Cln2 Yo = P;2(Pouo) = PO’UO = x0. 
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If (12) is true for n we have 
~ 201” 
PO Yn+I=Po -2rx”+’ CT,(Y,) + T*(h)1 
= 
PO -2a”+’ T,(y,) + p;2x”+’ . T2(x,) 
< ~,(p;2a”.Yn) + po2*n+‘7-2(PLo2cr”YJ 
< T,(x,) + p;401”+’ . T,(y,) 
d T,(x,)+ ~2(YJ=x,+l. 
Hence (12) is true for every n E N. 
From (11) and (12) we get 
OQy*-x*dy,-x,,~(1-~Lg~2a”)y~d(1-~~20Ln)yo (13) 
and because the ordered Hilbert space (H, ( , ), K) is Archimedean we 
obtain that y, = x*. 
So, we have that x* is a fixed point for the mapping @ and from 
Proposition 4 x* is a solution of the problem G.C.P.(f, K) because x* E K. 
To show conclusion (4”) we observe that from (11) we have 
0 bx, -x,d y, -x,, for every nE N and using the normality of K we 
obtain I/x* -x, II d ,uo(l - l/p’““) Ilug II. I 
Remark. A theorem similar to Theorem 12 can be obtained for the 
Implicit Complementarity Problem I.C.P.(f, Z-h, K) but in this case we 
use the mapping 
@(x) = h(x) + P,(x- h(x) -f(x)). 
(B”) Projection Iterative Methods of Mann’s Type 
The importance of Mann’s iterations in the Fixed Point Theory is well 
known [21, 17,9]. 
This iterative method for non-expansive mappings has the property that 
it is convergent o a fixed point when the classical succesive approximation 
method is not convergent. 
We use in this section the following result. 
THEOREM (Ishikawa [ 171). Let D be a closed subset of a Banach space 
E and let T be a non-expansive mapping from D into a compact subset of E. 
Zf there exist x, and {tn},mCl such that 
(1”) O<t,<a<l,forallnEN, 
(2”) c,“=, t,= +m, 
(3”) x,,ED,forallnEN, wherex,+,=(l-t,)x,+t,T(x,), 
then {xnlnEN converges to a fixed point x* E D of T. 
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Consider now the Complementarity Problem G.C.P.(f, K), where K is a 
closed convex cone in a Hilbert space (H, ( , )) and f(x) = x -h(x), with 
h:K+H. 
We say that h is compact if every bounded set of K is applied by h in 
a relatively compact set. 
We have the following iterative method. 
THEOREM 13. If K is an isotone projection cone in a Hilbert space 
(H, ( , )) and the following assumptions are satisfied 
(1”) h is non-expansive and compact, 
(2”) there exists b E H such that P,(b) # 0 and h(x) <b for every x 
satisfying 0 <x <P,(b), 
then the sequence {x, } n E N defined by 
x,+,=(1-t,)xn+t,PK(h(x,)) forall nsN; 
whereO<t,<cc<l, f t,=cO, 
II=, 
and x1 is an arbitrary element such that 0 6 x, d P,(b), is convergent to a 
solution of the problem G.C.P.(Z- h, K). 
Proof: From Proposition 2 we have that the problem G.C.P.(Z- h, K) 
has a solution if the mapping T(x) = P,(h(x)) has a fixed point in K. 
If we consider D = {x E KI 0 <x d P,(b)}, the properties of P,, and the 
assumption that K is an isotone projection, then we observe that all 
assumptions of Ishikawa’s Theorem are satisfied from T and D, whence 
b”LEN is convergent o a solution of the problem G.C.P.(Z- h, K). 1 
Remark. The iterative method defined in Theorem 13 can be applied to 
solve the complementarity problem G.C.P.(aZ- h, K), where a is a positive 
constant and h is a mapping satisfying the Lipschitz condition with the 
constant L > 0. 
In this case x,+ i = (1 - t,) x, + t, PK( l/a) h(x,)) (with t, defined in 
Theorem 13) and the sequence (x,},, N is convergent to a solution of 
G.C.P.(aZ- h, K) if a 3 L. 
(Co) The Hilbert’s Projective Metric and Iterative Methods for Complemen- 
tarity Problems 
In this section we present a new direction of application of isotone 
projection cones in the domain of iterative methods for complementarity 
problems. 
We use a variant of Hilbert’s projective metric defined by Thompson in 
normed spaces [ 331. 
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The projective metric on a closed convex cone was invented by Hilbert 
in 1895 (Math. Ann. 46 (1895), 91-96) for different purposes in non- 
Euclidean geometry. 
Using isotone projection cones and this special metric we obtain without 
compactness an interesting iterative method for the general complemen- 
tarity problem. 
Let (H, ( , )) be a Hilbert space ordered by an isotone projection 
cone K. 
We denote by “ d ” the ordering defined by K and we say that x, y E K 
(not both zero) are linked if there exist finite numbers 1, p > 0 such that 
x<Ay and y<px. 
This is an equivalence relation which decomposes K into a set of 
equivalence classes. 
We denote by E(z) the equivalence class of z E K. We note that E(z) is 
not closed and 0 # E(z) for every z # 0. 
On every E(z) (ZE K\(O)) we define the following distance [33]. 
If x, y E E(z) we set 
a=inf(AIx<Ay}, 
B=inf(pIy<px) 
and we define d(x, y) = log{max(cc, /?)}. We can show that if x, y E E(z) and 
x # y then one of the numbers CI, /I is larger than unity. 
Since K is normal we can prove that every E(z)(z E K\(O)) is a complete 
metric space with respect to d. 
Consider now the complementarity problem G.C.P.(Z-h, K) with 
h: K-+ H. 
We have the following result. 
THEOREM 14. Let (H, ( , )) be a Hilbert space ordered by an isotone 
projection cone KC H. 
If the mapping h: K + H satisfies the assumptions 
(1”) h is isotone with respect to the ordering defined by K, 
(2”) there exist pl, pz E 10, l[ such that h(;lx) d APh(x), for every 
xEKandAER+, wherep=p, $1~ 1 andp=p, ifA> 1, 
(3”) there exist x,EK\{O} and E,,p>O such that pxOd 
f’,(W)) d h,, 
then the problem G.C.P.(Z- h, K) has a solution x* E K(x,) which is unique 
in this component and the sequence {x,,},,~,,, defined by x,+, = P,(h(x,)), 
for every n E N with x, arbitrary in E(x,) is convergent to x*. 
409/153/l-19 
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Moreover, {x, } n E ,,, is convergent to x* with respect to the norm 1). 11 of H 
and we have 
4x,, x*)6--- ‘” d( 
1-P 
x0, XI). 
Proof: We consider the mapping used in Proposition 2. 
In this case this mapping is T(x) = P,(h(x)). 
Since K is an isotone projection by assumption (1”) we obtain that T is 
isotone with respect to the ordering defined by K. 
Using assumptions (2”) and (3”) we can show that T is a p-contraction 
with respect to d on the component E(x,). 
Also, we remark that T(E(x,)) c E(x,). Since (,5(x,), d) is a complete 
metric space, the theorem is a consequence of Banach’s contraction 
Theorem. 
Now, the proof is finished since we can show that every Cauchy 
sequence with respect to d is a Cauchy sequence with respect o the norm 
II . II of H. I 
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